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Abstract. The popularity of Machinima movies has increased greatly
in the recent years. From a transmedia point of view, there was little development regarding tools to assist the production of Machinima.
These are still mainly focused on the gaming community, and 3D animators. The developed tool aims to bring the typical workflow present on
a normal movie set, into a machinima creation environment, expanding
possibilities for transmedia productions. With Mappets as a plugin for
the Unity3D game engine, we allow a translation from the typical movie
dimension to a virtual one. This work evaluates the current state of art
of machinima development tools and presents a working solution more
adequate for transmedia productions and non-expert users interested in
the production of machinima.
Keywords: TransMedia, Entertainment, Machinima, Narratives, Authoring System,Digital Entretainment, Entretainment Technology,Artificial
Inteligence
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Introduction

When thinking about Transmedia [1], movies come up naturally as an alternative
medium to tell a story that is written on a book or comic, or just passed by orally.
While anyone can create the story, communicating it through a certain medium
requires access to tools that might not be available to everyone, or require a
certain skillset that has to be learned. Also, producing a high quality movie still
require a big array of assets such as actors, locations, lights or cameras. The
production of animated movies in the form of Machinima is a viable alternative
to a casual filmmaker.
Although tools that support the creation of these movies exist, they still
require a certain skillset to be used. There is still a gap between the concepts
involved in filmmaking, and machinima, thus hampering the progress of transmedia attempts in this field. There is the need for more specific tools that shorten
the distance between this two realities, so that more people can have access to
the fast production capabilities of machinima. This article will provide insight
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into the existing tools to produce Machinima, comparing and evaluating them
under the Transmedia perspective. A description of our approach follows, arguing why we feel our system is more adequate to transmedia productions, followed
by future work and how the tool will be expanded.
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Related Work

As Machinima is a new kind of media, there are but a few efforts into developing
tools that aid the production of these movies. Series such as Red vs. Blue from
Halo or the first Machinima Diary of a Camper were not assisted by tools,
but simple recordings of gameplay, sometimes aided by mods that would give
better camera options or change some game rules to allow for more interactions.
Nowadays, some in-game tools exist to support these mods, not requiring the
user to change his game code. One good example is WoW Machinima Tool 1
for the World of Warcraft game client. Other games that show similar tools are
League of Legends, The Sims, Half Life 2, Minecraft and Eve Online.
Regarding standalone tools, all of them provide control over lights and camera
and the basic workflow: scripting the story, gathering the visual assets needed,
casting the actors, preparing the location, and finally playing and recording
the scene; but some brought up new features. Machinima Studio 2 allows one
to get assets from more than just one game and use on the same production.
Xtranormal 3 is a similar tool that adds features such as staring, gestures and
facial expressions to the characters to the usual ones. Matinee 4 is the cinematic
tool from Unreal Development Kit, mor focused on games. Source Filmaker 5
uses Valve’s Source Engine 6 to perform similar tasks, but not integrated in a
Game SDK as Matine. Moviestorm 7 is probably one of the best machinima
tools on the scene, regarding workflow and ease-to use, Although being behind
graphics-wise when compared to the previous two.
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Mappets Overview

Some state of the art machinima tools described on Section 2 solve one of the
problems described in Section 1, that is the high entry point for machinimists
without gaming or modding experience, but they still lack the support for transmedia productions. After the evaluation of these tools and direct contact with
members of BeActive 8 , a company dedicated to Transmedia Storytelling, we
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http://www.machinimadev.com/
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http://www.beactivemedia.com
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gathered a small list of basic requirements that a Machinima tool that could be
used on Transmedia production should have, besides the ones already referred in
Section 2. Although some of these are supported by the best available tools (Matine and Moviestorm), none of the evaluated tools provide all of them. The new
requirements for transmedia productions fulfilled by our tool are the following:
1. Capability to import an external script written in the most used scriptwriting
tool worldwide, Final Draft 9
2. Adaptability to different assets and sceneries, to support different stories.
3. Reusability of assets and possibly content into a different media like a game.
4. Expansibility of the tool to support new assets for subsequent productions.
5. Enabling the division of tasks among a filmmaking team, not concentrating
all the tasks in one single user.
3.1

Architecture

We decided to develop a tool over Unity3D, one of the most popular Game
Developing Kits nowadays. Not only we are able to develop a generic game to
be used as a base for the produced machinima, the tool already fulfills some of
the requirements by itself such as character importing, map or scene creation
Above all, Unity3D allows us to develop plugins to it’s existing editor, a feature
not offered by any other Game Development Kit. Figure 1 shows the current
architecture for the developed tool that was divided in three main components:
The Asset Manager, Director and Player.

Fig. 1. Overview of our system. Final Draft and the video editing software are external
tools.

In analogy to the real life, the assets used in a movie production are Actors,
physical locations, and props .On the Asset Manager Actors are defined by
combining a 3D model to character motion to define it’s acting capabilities. By
using SmartBody [10] as our character controller, we can remap an animation
set used by one model into another, decoupling the playstyle from the looks of
the character. The 3D locations can be created on unity or an external tool,
9
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and filled with the needed props for one specific scene. Props are also defined
on the Asset manager as a combination of a 3D model, and metainformation
for interaction with the actors. These assets are packed into a bundle so they
can be imported on the director across different projects, maintaining the tool’s
modularity.
By importing a script wrote in Final Draft on the Machinima Director ,
the tool creates a list of characters and locations from the script, and divides
the scenes defined on the script, with each scene containing a list of characters
that play it, and a location assigned to it. Since dialog actions are annotated,
those can be automatically placed on a timeline and assigned to the correct
character. All the other actions that do not have a defined structure are manually
translated through a simple actor/action interface (Figure 2), and placed on the
same timeline, where their sequence and parameters can be defined. A small
preview module is available through UnityEditor, where the assets and actions
can be checked. An XML description of everything is then exported to be played
on the Machinima Player to be recorded as a complete machinima. Camera
settings such as focus, field of view and aperture can be controlled and saved on
a timeline, and also light settings. The script interpreter module will read the
XML action definition and forward it to SmartBody, the character controller,
which tells the characters what to do at each moment.

Fig. 2. Mappets plugin interface example. Window on the Director component where
the actions are translated from the script to a timeline

3.2

Early Results

At this stage, our tool is on par with the most recent available options reffered
on Section 2. Most of the basic requirements are already included in Unity3D,
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therefore also in our tool. Other functions such as lipsync, text-to-speech, emotions, can be found on SmartBody, our character controller. We currently do not
have a character creator on our tool, but we believe importing any 3D model
from Unity3D assets store or other source, and applying different animation sets
to it results in a more natural and varied array of characters. Regarding visual
quality, Unity3D is very powerful, but the quality of the produced machinima
will most likely depend on the detail of the used assets. On the transmedia point
of view, our tool has the upper hand among the contestants, making it incredibly
faster to jump from a written script to the skeleton of a full movie. By being
integrated in a gaming platform, code and content can be reused if a game is
to be developed. And as a plugin to Unity Editor, a user experienced with the
platform is also able to expand and adapt the tool to his own needs.
3.3

The role of the AI

Altough the current machinima tools are able to speed up and provide functions that facilitate the production of machinima, they are still a step behind
real movie productions. The lack of social presence [11], is a problem seen in
several machinima production nowadays. Trying to create it through manual
instructions is not practical. By using intelligent agents as our actors, we aim to
achieve the desired social presence, acting quality and diversity. Figure 3 shows
the proposed change to Machinima Player, including two new components that
aim to fulfill this.

Fig. 3. Proposed changes on Machinima Player. The extended agent framework will
provide unconscious behavior and a Role interpreter module.

The Unconscious Module (Figure 3) will include unscripted non-verbal communication such as reactions to other actor’s presence and actions. The Role
Interpreter (Figure 3) will add the diversity needed on machinima actors, allowing a director not only to define and change a playstyle for a specific character,
but also will allow him to communicate and instruct these agents regarding their
acting style, pacing, intensity, and other important aspects of a Good acting. We
argue that specially on a transmedia setting, a film director will be more at ease,
and will be able to employ his skills in a better fashion, if he is not burdened
with keyframing and specifying action details.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a new tool for producing machinima in a transmedia environment.
Our tool shortens the distance between a movie production and a Machinima
by allowing a director to work with concepts used on a classical production,
and a similar workflow. Even though it is still in an early stage, the tool is able
to recreate an environment that looked familiar and easy to understand to the
experts we are in contact with. Future work on this tool will follow the path
described in Section 3.3, developing AI into our virtual actors, so the director
can communicate with them as he does with human actors. We believe this will
be the next big step taken by these tools, making the workflow and the results
closer to real life productions.
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